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Abstract

In this article, we present counter-evidence to point out that the YCN cryptographic key assignment scheme in a hierarchy is
not secure. 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In [9], Yeh, Chow and Newman proposed an effi-
cient cryptographic key assignment scheme (named,
the YCN scheme) for solving the access control prob-
lem in a hierarchy [1,2,4–8]. An access control policy
in a user hierarchy allocates users into security classes
(C1,C2, . . .) according to their significance. The se-
curity classes form a partially ordered hierarchy, such
that a higher security class can access the same or
lower security classes, but the opposite is not allowed.

The YCN scheme enforces access control policies
in a user matrix model, which is more flexible than
that in a user hierarchy. The user matrix model not
only can model the access control policies in the user
hierarchy model, but also more complicated policies
with anti-symmetrical and transitive exceptions. The
transitive exception policy is thatC1 can accessC2 and
C2 can accessC3, butC1 can not accessC3. The anti-
symmetrical exception policy is thatC1 can accessC2
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andC2 can accessC1, butC1 andC2 are two distinct
user classes.

In [10], Yeh et al. demonstrated that it is impossible
for illegal users to derive the derivation and encryption
keys under the YCN scheme. The YCN scheme
is simple and efficient in generating and deriving
keys. However, we provide counter-evidence here to
point out that the YCN cryptographic key assignment
scheme in a hierarchy is not secure.

2. A review of the YCN scheme

In [9], Yeh et al. assumed that there is a central
authority (CA) in the system that is responsible for
generating and distributing keys. The CA assigns each
user class,Ci , two keys: a derivation and an encryption
key. The encryption key is used to encrypt data to
protect against illegal access from other user classes.
The derivation key is used to derive the encryption
keys of other user classes in order to decrypt and
access their data. CA generates a secret numberK0,
and computes the productM of two large prime
numbers and makes it public. We briefly review the
YCN scheme in the following.
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(1) Assign a distinct prime numberPi to each user
classCi . SupposeCi hasUi successorsCij (j =
1,2, . . . ,Ui ) excluding immediate successors, CA
assignsUi distinct prime numbersPij toCi .

(2) Compute the productXi for Ci .

Xi =
∏

j=1,...,Ui

Pij
∏

Ci<Cm,
j=1,...,Um

Pmj . (1)

Here,Ci < Cm means that the user classCi is a
successor class ofCm.

(3) Compute the public informationTie andTid forCi .

Tid =
∏

j=1,...,Ui

Pij
∏

Cm 66Ci
Pm, (2)

Tie=
(
Xi/

∏
Cn

Pni

) ∏
Cm 66Ci

Pm. (3)

Here, Cn is an ancestor class (the immediate
ancestor class is excluded) ofCi .

(4) Assign the derivation keyKid and encryption key
Kie for eachCi .

Kid = (K0)
Tid modM, (4)

Kie= (K0)
Tie modM. (5)

Kid andKie are kept secret by the user classCi .
The classCi can use its own derivation key,Kid, to

derive the encryption key,Kje, of Cj as follows.

Kje = (Kid)
Tje/Tid modM. (6)

We use the same example as in [9] to illustrate
the YCN scheme. For the access control policy in a
6-class (as shown in Fig. 1) with explicit transitive
exception information, Table 1 illustrates the prime
numbers and public information. The key assignments
using the YCN scheme are shown in Table 2. In the
example,C1 can use its own derivation key,K1d , to
derive the encryption keyK2e of C2 andC2 can use
its own derivation key,K2d , to derive the encryption
keyK3e of C3. ButC1 can not use its own derivation
keyK1d to derive the encryption keyK3e of C3 using
the transitive exception policy.

The authors claim that illegal users cannot derive
the derivation and encryption keys of other user
classes. However, we show in the next section that
several user classes can collaborate to derive the keys
of other user classes.

Fig. 1. An example of a policy in a hierarchical structure with
explicit transitive exception information.

3. The weakness of the YCN scheme

In this section, we present some cases to show that
the YCN scheme is not secure. The weakness in the
security of the YCN scheme is shown in the following
theorems. We assume that there arem user classes
(Ci, i = 1,2, . . . ,m) in a hierarchy structure. When
we sayCi is the top class in the hierarchy, this means
thatCi does not have an ancestor class.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that there are only two top
classes(Ca andCb) in the hierarchy.Ca andCb can
collaborate to derive the derivation and encryption
keys of all of the classes in the YCN scheme.

Proof. The equations forTad andTbd in Eq. (2) are as
follows.

Tad=
∏

j=1,...,Ua

Paj
∏

Cm 66Ca
Pm,

Tbd=
∏

j=1,...,Ub

Pbj
∏

Cm 66Cb
Pm.

Because
∏
j=1,...,Ua Paj and

∏
j=1,...,Ub Pbj are dis-

tinct products of primes and have no common factor,∏
Cm 66Ca

Pm = Pb,

and∏
Cm 66Cb

Pm = Pa.
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Table 1
The prime numbers and public information of each user class

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Pi 2 3 5 7 11 13

Pij P13= 17 P26= 29 P42= 31 P53= 43

P15= 19 P43= 37

P16= 23 P46= 41

Xi 17· 19 · 23 17· 19 · 23· 29 17· 19 · 23· 29 31· 37 · 41 17· 19 · 23 · 29 17· 19 · 23 · 29

·31 · 37· 41· 43 ·31 · 37· 41· 43 ·31 · 37· 41· 43 ·31 · 37· 41· 43

Tid 7 · 17· 19· 23 2· 7 · 29 2· 3 · 7 · 11 · 13 2· 31 · 37· 41 2· 7 · 43 2· 3 · 5 · 7 · 11

Tie 7 · 17· 19· 23 2· 7 · 17· 19 2· 3 · 7 · 11 2· 31 · 37· 41 2· 7 · 17· 23 2· 3 · 5 · 7 · 11

·23 · 29· 37 ·13 · 19· 23· 29 ·29 · 31· 37 ·17 · 19· 31

·41 · 43 ·31 · 41 ·41 · 43 ·37 · 43

Table 2
The derivation and encryption keys held by each user class

Kid Kie

C1 K1d =K7·17·19·23
0 modM K1e =K7·17·19·23

0 modM

C2 K2d =K2·7·29
0 modM K2e =K2·7·17·19·23·29·37·41·43

0 modM

C3 K3d =K2·3·7·11·13
0 modM K3e =K2·3·7·11·13·19·23·29·31·41

0 modM

C4 K4d =K2·31·37·41
0 modM K4e =K2·31·37·41

0 modM

C5 K5d =K2·7·43
0 modM K5e =K2·7·17·23·29·31·37·41·43

0 modM

C6 K6d =K2·3·5·7·11
0 modM K6e =K2·3·5·7·11·17·19·31·37·43

0 modM

Therefore, gcd(Tad, Tbd) = 1, that is Tad and Tbd

are relatively prime. There thus exists two integers
s and t such thatsTad + tTbd = 1 [3]. Ca and Cb
can collaborate to derive the secretK0 using their
derivation keys as follows.

Ks
adK

t
bd= (K0)

sTad(K0)
tTbd modM

= (K0)
(sTad+tTbd) modM

=K0.

Since all Tid andM are public, the derivation key
Kid of all classes can be computed as in Eq. (4). In
addition, each class can use its own derivation keyKid

to derive its own encryption keyKie. The proof thus
holds. 2
Example 3.1. We use the same example as in Fig. 1,
Tables 1 and 2. SinceC1 andC4 are the top two user

classes in the hierarchy, gcd(T1d, T4d) = gcd(52003,
94054) = 1 and there exists two integers(s, t) =
(76107,−42080) such thatsT1d + tT4d = 1. There-
fore, C1 andC4 can collaborate to derive the secret
K0 using their derivation keys (K1d,K4d ) as follows.

Ks
1dK

t
4d = (K0)

sT1d (K0)
tT4d modM

= (K0)
((76107×52003)−(42080×94054)) modM

=K0.

The decryption key ofC3 thus can be derived as
follows.(
Ks

1dK
t
4d

)T3d modM = (K0)
T3d modM =K3d .

The encryption key ofC6 also can be derived as
follows.(
Ks

1dK
t
4d

)T6e modM = (K0)
T6e modM =K6e.
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Note thatC1 andC4 can not accessC3 andC6 in the
hierarchy using the transitive exception policy.

Theorem 3.2. If C1,C2, . . . , andCn aren top classes
in the hierarchy, any two of these classes(e.g.,C1
andC2) can collaborate to derive the derivation and
encryption keys of all successors of these top classes.

Proof. The equations forT1d andT2d in Eq. (2) are as
follows.

T1d =
∏

j=1,...,U1

P1j

∏
Cm 66C1

Pm,

T2d =
∏

j=1,...,U2

P2j

∏
Cm 66C2

Pm.

Since
∏
j=1,...,U1

P1j and
∏
j=1,...,U2

P2j are distinct
prime numbers,∏
Cm 66C1

Pm = P2P3 · · ·Pn,

and∏
Cm 66C2

Pm = P1P3 · · ·Pn.

Therefore, gcd(T1d, T2d)= P3P4 · · ·Pn. Let

Y1= P2

∏
j=1,...,U1

P1j

and

Y2= P1

∏
j=1,...,U2

P2j .

We can produce gcd(Y1, Y2)= 1. There thus exists two
integerss andt such thatsY1+ tY2= 1. Therefore,C1
andC2 can collaborate to derive(K0)

P3P4···Pn using
their derivation keys as follows.

Ks
1dK

t
2d = (K0)

sT1d (K0)
tT2d modM

= (K0)
(sT1d+tT2d) modM

= (K0)
P3P4···Pn modM.

Since the greatest common divisor of all successors of
C1,C2, . . . , andCn is (K0)

P3P4···Pn , C1 andC2 can
easily derive the derivation and encryption keysKid

andKie of these successors. The proof thus holds.2
Assume that there aren top classes in the hierarchy,

one of these top classes (e.g.,C1) and one of its

successors can also collaborate to derive the derivation
and encryption keys of all successors ofC1. For
example,C1 andC2 in Fig. 1 can derive the derivation
and encryption keys ofC6. Since gcd(T1d, T2d) = 7,
there existss andt such thats(T1d/7)+ t (T2d/7)= 1.
C1 andC2 can collaborate to derive the secret(K0)

7

using their derivation keys (K1d,K2d ). Therefore,K6d
can be derived as follows.(
(K1d)

s(K2d)
t
)T6d/7 modM

= ((K0)
sT1d (K0)

tT2d
)T6d/7 modM

= (K0)
T6d modM

=K6d .

In fact, any two user classes in a hierarchy, in
which one member of that class is an ancestor class
of the other class, can collaborate to derive the
derivation and encryption keys of all successors of
the two classes. For example,C5 andC6 in Fig. 1
can derive the derivation and encryption keys ofC3.
Since gcd(T5d, T6d) = 2× 7= 14, there existss and
t such thats(T5d/14) + t (T6d/14) = 1. C5 andC6
thus can collaborate to derive the secret(K0)

14 using
their derivation keys (K5d,K6d ). Therefore,K3d can
be derived as follows.(
(K5d)

s(K6d)
t
)T3d/14 modM

= ((K0)
sT5d (K0)

tT6d
)T3d/14 modM

= (K0)
T3d modM

=K3d .

4. Conclusion

We have shown how several user classes in the YCN
scheme can collaborate to derive the derivation and
encryption keys of other user classes in some cases.
Although the YCN scheme is not secure, it has opened
a brand new research area for key assignment scheme
in a hierarchy.
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